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The First Say
Sometimes your only available transportation is a leap of faith.
– Margaret Shepherd
1 August 2006, day one of my Warrior’s encounter started with a meeting in
the CEO’s office.
In attendance were Dave Emslie (CEO), Russell Domingo (Head Coach), Piet
Botha (Assistant/Bowling Coach), Zander de Bruyn (Captain), Gary Kirsten
(Expert Consultant) and myself (Video Analyst).
Talk about being thrown into the deep end.
The task of video analysis was then a fresh, pioneering and rather daunting one
for me.
Having just quit my employment earlier that March, with no impending work
opportunity as such. I was newly married with a one year old baby girl. This
was when I decided to risk it all, with the hope of possible involvement in
cricket, by volunteering my service to a video analysis company. I had no
experience or education therein.
What a blind step of faith to take, one I did not get to regret.
By sheer grace, I was appointed as the Analyst for the Warriors 2006/2007
season.
What made it seem even more overwhelming, I sat in a hour long conversation,
discussing the proposed squad members of the Warriors outfit, with these
individuals I once watched on television and dreamt of being associated with.
I uttered no words. Not one.

What an introduction for a once ‘varsity drop-out’, birthing into the professional
cricket industry.
Was this real or imagined?
What follows then is my heart-felt affair with cricket for those past six seasons
(2006 - 2012).
The Major Premise: During this alloted time, I had the privilege of shaping
cricket, even as cricket was equally shaping me.
This book serves as an account of just how cricket had shaped me.
I detail the lessons learnt. But most importantly, I hope to have clearly
articulated the reasons for which I accredited the Warriors encounter as having
truly saved my life.
Naturally (or even super-naturally), I will remain indebted for my experience
within the cricketing world, especially with the Warriors, for the impact it
produced and continues to produce in my life and that of my family.
THANKS for having me.
Because of my deep and sincere gratitude, this book is not so much about me
and my experiences, however the hope is that it would be beneficial and offer
value to you, the cricket lover!
May your love, respect and appreciation for the game be enhanced through
sharing this journey with me.
Enjoy!

Why not go out on a limb? That's where the fruit is.
- Will Rogers

Lessons Remembered
The lesson is simple, the student is complicated.
- Unknown
Neale Donald Walsch in his book, Conversations with God, repeatedly said, “All
learning is remembering.”
Indeed, all learning is just simply remembering Who You Really Are.
And remembering Who You Next Choose To Be.
Life will continually ask you one question only: “Who do you think you are?”
This question really matters, because it is an identity question.
Identity served as the first principled lesson to be experienced from cricket.
Cricket players struggled most of the time with their own identities.
Often, only the mature and older players, got to know themselves and their
own game, enabling more consistent performances. Our role as support staff
was to assist the players to remember Who They Really Were.
If you do not clearly know Who You Really Are, moment to moment, others
would gladly box you into their preferred identity of you, and for you.
People will sum you up with one phrase. Choose not to disempower yourself
that way, decide upon your own phrase for yourself, and of yourself.
The lessons that follow are nothing more than re-mind-ers.
To help elevate our awareness to re-cognize.
And bring about our re-member-ing of our next chosen identity.
The learned know that they are ignorant. - Unknown

Training for Reigning
If I had six hours to chop down a tree,
I’d spend the first four hours sharpening the axe.
- Abraham Lincoln
In the beginning of the franchised system, there was a perception that the
Warriors were regarded as mere ‘Whipping Boys’.
Whether this was a self-imposed perception or not, did not really matter. What
mattered was that the franchise members often experienced losses in that
manner and then thereby suitably personifying this identity.
This brought major frustration to the leadership of the time, proposing
structural changes as in the recruitment of support staff to assist in altering this
predicament. Hence the addition of the touring physiotherapist, video analyst
and conditioning coach.
As a result, the Warriors persona changed quite considerably over a short time
and were then a differently perceived unit, which again positively affected the
newly establishing identity as ‘Competitive Boys’. We indeed lived up to this
image, reaching enough semi-finals and finals, but just not crossing the
finishing line.
We were then strongly agreeing with the Nike slogan: “There is no finish line.”
I likened this transition to the biblical account of the children of Israel, whom
went about severe life-changes from slavery in Egypt, to freedom in the
Wilderness, and finally onto the much desired Promised Land.
The Warriors did not get to their promise land until the 2009/2010 season,
winning two titles that year and qualifying for the Champions League.
This was the next transferral of identity bestowed upon the Warriors, having the
fortune of being perceived as ‘Championship Boys’.

What we now experienced was that it was probably easier to get there than it
was to stay there.

And what would be our next chosen identity?

An overnight success usually takes about 10 years.
- Unknown

From Gravy to Grace
The purpose of life is a life of purpose.
- Robert Byrne
It takes courage and strong character to sustain ‘success’ for long periods of
time, especially in professional cricket.
We needed a new drive, dream and vision.
We needed further meaning, significance and purpose.
Could we yet again change identity towards an even more empowering selfimage of service towards others?
Could we be inspired to move from the gravy-filled interest towards a
grace-flowing expression?
These questions were legitimate then and remains now.
Are we brave enough to embrace change, in the face of ever-increasing
commercialism and self-seeking participation?
Are we men of principles, seeking to fulfill our social responsibilities by adding
value to our communities and greater society?
Are we competent enough as legacy leaders of a bright tomorrow for our
children’s generations?
As role model figures for many, are we indeed accountable to others by
enabling them the right to scrutinize our behaviour?
Or are we simply comfortable and content to ride this gravy train until the
steam stops, or until we get stopped?
There is no higher calling than service to others. - Peaceful Warrior

Disgrace, Dishonour, Disappoint
When passing by a mirror, notice the frame.
- Unknown

In cricket, as in life, there exist an unique capacity to ‘level’ anyone who has
excessive exaltation of himself.
Each new level of achievement, most assuredly brings a element of self-pride
to deal with.
Pride brings with it destruction and the eventual fall.
Mother Cricket however shields and protects us from the advent of self-pride.
Respect Her not and suffer at your own peril. Disrespect of oneself is the
inevitable.
The exalted will be humbled and the humble will be exalted. - The Bible

How do we then healthily appreciate our own success and hold onto our
modesty?
Live with your head in the clouds, but your feet on the ground.
An authentic warrior takes pride in his work, but he himself, remains humble.
When a farmer plants seeds in the field, cultivates the land and daily waters
and nurtures the plantation, in the appointed season, a due harvest springs
forth.
Did the farmer produce the fruitful harvest entirely on his own? Would it be
safe to suggest he is truly a master harvester?
Yes, he is. But lest we should forget the role of Mother Nature?

Effort is success.
We can only control our efforts, God grants the results and rewards.
All too often, we arrogantly and self-righteously accept the credit for
accomplishments, forgetting we are mere ‘co-creators by grace’.
The height of pride is to claim our own humility.
Therefore we should judge ourselves by this question. It begs for deep
reflection.

Is breath taken, or is it given?

Do we really deserve our next breath? Is it ours for the taking?
Do we really deserve acknowledgment for this result? Is it ours for the taking?
Could we just remember to graciously receive it? Maybe then also not
forgetting to say, ‘Thank-you.’

“Are you crazy? What is wrong with you! What is wrong with all of you! Since
when is winning, not enough? Playing hard, not enough? No, you have to
humiliate you opponent...taunt him after every score. You won four games last
season...Four! What gives you the right to take the game that I love with trash
talk and taunting? What gives you the right to wear Richmond on you chests
and act like punks?
Coach, they were joined too..
So, you can’t show some class? Act like a Champion?”
- taken from the movie Coach Carter

We have God-given talent.
We have inadvertently been appointed as public figures for the public.

Let us then not disappoint.
Let us fall not from this grace.
Let us maintain this honour.

Example is NOT the main thing in influencing others.
It is the ONLY thing.
- Unknown

Foundation of Honour
It is better to be honourable than to be honoured.
- Shiv Khera

If we get all the victories, win all the trophies, dominate world cricket, become
World Cup Champions and lose our souls for it, is it worth having?
Ultimately, every cricketer would come face to face with this question of honour
in their cricket careers.
I personally experienced my heart-consuming honour in 2010.
I had the privilege of being selected to represent South Africa ‘A’ during a tour
of Bangladesh.
My duties were as Analyst and Team Manager.
In one of our team meetings, I made a declared commitment to the team as a
‘vow of service’:
“What is easy to see, is easy to miss. We all have seen this South African
badge on our shirts many times. What is important to realise is where exactly it
is positioned on the shirt.
It could be anywhere.
It is over the heart.
With all other sponsors depicted elsewhere, but the heart space would be
reserved for the South African badge.
Again, take note of the badge displayed on our caps.

It could also be anywhere.
It is on the front.
The front space again reserved for the badge.
It is there to remind us all.
To remind us to always and in all ways keep the badge (and what it represents
to us) firmly established in our hearts and at the forefront of our minds as
we represent not only ourselves, also our families, our supporters, our
teammates, our country, and the greater South African public back home.
I would like to declare my commitment to serve this badge (and all that it
represents) whole-heartedly and for all those we now have the honour of
representing here. Actions make words unnecessary, so I only hope that I have
the grace to actually do what I have intended to do.”

This was a life-saving moment for me. Honour was my reward that day.
However, it still serves me daily as a testament for generations beyond my own
living years.
That is the ultimate strength of honour. The great news is that cricket was and
continues to be predicted on the notion of honour. I think we just forget, all
too often.

Let us collectively wake up to the genuine spirit of gentleman-ship and honour
the game begs to reconcile onto its audience.
If you think you have nothing to lose, you win.
If you think you have something to win, you lose.
- Unknown

Mental Toughness
I used to think the human brain was the most fascinating part of the body,
and then I realized what is telling me that.
- Emo Phillip
Mental toughness is a desired commodity for all coaches.
Often, failures are attributed to the lack of it.
Could it really be such an undefined and taboo subject matter, one
that readily eludes the wisest and experienced of coaches.
The capacity to handle pressure moments well, suitably qualifies
anyone to be considered tough mentally.
I strongly agree with this surmise, however I differ in what the real
driving power is.
A mind is a great tool, but it can be a trickster. A mind once
remarked: “ I believe Lord, please help my unbelief.”
The ardent of warriors used their hearts, as opposed to the mental
constraints to conquer pressurized moments. They perfected the art
and skill of quieting or stilling the mind in order to perform.
The human spirit with a clearly understood purpose can achieve
the unimaginable greatest of feats, with seemingly little strain.
Victor Frankl in The Meaning of Life, attributed the survival of the
torturous Nazi Camp experience mostly to having a strong enough
“WHY”. A reason to stay alive. Purpose drew on the heart and spirit
of an individual to endure the impossible of mental, emotional,
spiritual and physical attacks and threats on life.

The most tragic thing in life is not death, but having life without
purpose. - Myles Munroe
A natural principle reveals the abstract. Consider a typical example
in our daily lives.
Imagine someone injures his head in a car accident and lands up
being diagnosed as brain-damaged. He is kept alive via life support.
He is alive, without the brain functioning adequately.
However, consider yet another typical example in our daily lives of
someone suffering a major heart attack. His heart is damaged,
causing instant death, even whilst the mind might be fully functional.
The heart or spirit is proven to be stronger and surer than the head.

You can live without the mind. But you cannot live without the heart.

Toughness comes from clarity and confidence. Toughness comes
from purpose.
Toughness comes from ones’ heart affirmations, not the mental
certainties.
So, lead your heart, for out of it, will your life come forth.

Educating the mind without educating the heart is no education at all. Seneca

Courage
If a man hasn’t discovered something he will die for, he isn’t fit to live.
- Martin Luther King
My children often say how scared they are of the dark, to which I reply, ‘It is
okay to be afraid, I am too. But can we be brave?’
I took this as a lesson out of cricket, because I found fear to be a
close companion of a professional cricketer.
It comes with the territory and unofficially included in the job
description.
Courage, however, is a rare jewel to acquire and seek out. Courage
stems from knowing who you are or who you want to be and fighting
for that.
Bullies are socially ostracized as delinquents, but a ‘bad
circumstance’ often helps us become who we never knew we were.
They are blessings, disguised as curses in our lives.
“Courage is a hard thing to figure. You can have courage based on a
dumb idea, or a mistake. But you not supposed to question adults,
or your coach, or your teacher. Because they make the rules.
Maybe they know best. Maybe they don’t. It all depends on who
you are, and where you come from. That is why courage is tricky.
Should you always do what others tell you to do? Sometimes you
might not even know why you doing something. Any fool can have
courage, but honour...That is the real reason why you do something,
or you don’t. It is who you are and maybe who you want to be. If
you die trying for something important, then you have both honour
and courage. And that is pretty good. Hope for courage and try for
honour. And maybe even pray for the people telling you what to do,
have some too.”
- taken from the movie The Blindside

Margaret Thatcher once remarked:
“Standing in the middle of the road is very dangerous; you get
knocked down by the traffic from both sides.”
No useful contribution to society has ever been made without taking
a stand.
Be courageous and take a stand.
If you don’t stand for something, you will fall for anything.

When we go before Him, God will ask,
"Where are your wounds?"
And we will say, "We have no wounds."
And God will ask, "Was there nothing worth fighting for?"
- Reverend Allan Boesak

Competence
If one has greatness in him,
it comes to light not in one flamboyant hour,
but in the ledger of his daily work.
- Winston Churchill
Professionalism deeply values and rightfully demands competence in
any salaried cricketer.
Every cricketer’s career once started out as showing potential with a
clear set of competent skills and/or capacity.
He then spends most of his career dutifully shaping, sharpening,
refining and enhancing those inherent, natural abilities and talents.
This becomes the ‘nine to five’ (so to speak) focus of the professional
cricketer.
He routinely operates between the gym, net training and competition.
These professional cricketers need to be duly honoured for their
dedication, work ethic and sacrifice.
The lifestyle and profession of a cricketer is most often the envy of
others.
Both for the price and the pleasure.
Cricketers are a select few amongst the majority.
As the public ‘be-throne’ these gentlemen with respect and
admiration, we ensue to them the authority to influence our lives,
through theirs.
They become our national heroes representing us in spaces and
places we never could tread ourselves.

We owe them much for playing these roles in our lives.
However, this is also reason for concern.
With all the prestige of being haled as our heroes, role models and
public acclaimed figures, do they display suitable qualities we would
be proud to write home about?
To whom much is given, much is expected.
And is it their fault when they fall short of our high expectations?
Are they not just products of a tarnished and flawed system?
South Africa always had competently skilled and highly talented
cricketers.
And She will continue to produce them.
But just how skilled and competent are they at being leaders?
Influencing us and representing us?
Cricketers are paid for being entertainers. Cricketers are paid for
winning matches. Cricketers are vehicles for corporate marketing.
Cricketers play the game to earn a salary.
I liken it to listening to stand-up comedians.
They get paid to win us over by entertaining us.
As soon as they become distasteful, vulgar and offensive, we stop
supporting them.
Also, comedians often use members of their audience as targets for
comic assaults; it is funny and greatly entertaining, until you become
their target.
Not funny anymore. That is the boundaries we create for them in
their own trade.

Are cricketers not also being paid for being models to our kids to role
themselves around them, i.e. true role models?
Are cricketers not also being paid to be ambassadors for right living?
Are cricketers not also being paid to add value to the South African
society through their respected leadership?
Maybe it is too much to expect?
This type of competence training needs be incorporated as a
prerequisite for the sustainable benefit to our future generations.

Zeal without wisdom, works against us and not for us.
- Unknown

Character Counts
The devil can cite scriptures for his purpose.
- William Shakespeare
There is the old cliche in the cricket circles, ‘We will recruit character
ahead of talent’.
This proclamation is often simple lip-service.
It looks great in the values statement. It sounds great on the ear.
But largely forgotten the moment it is said and/or written.

People are reluctant to discuss topics linked to a code of ethics.
Treat others as you would like to be treated.
That is ethics.
Done.
Follow that and we will be regarded as a man/woman of character.
As we treat others, so too will they treat us.
What we do for others, we do for ourselves. There is really only One
in the room.
If you want to know me, look inside your heart.
When character, ethics and honour gets mentioned, people assume the selfrighteous stance. That is a delusion and deception of note.
Trust is the desired outcome of character. Trust is the foundation of sincere
relationships. Without trust, no relationships.
Character counts only to help establish trust creditability.

We hardly have any ‘real’ relationships in cricket, because we take the focus off
the character-building.
Character-building would help us deepen our level of trust with one another,
forming stronger team spirit.
Instead, we rather stay cautious of each other, protecting our own terrain and
using each other (under the pretense of teamwork), to further establish our
own private kingdoms within cricket.
Surely, to goodness sake.
At the end of our lives, or on our deathbeds, would we want to remember all
the achievements, accolades and rewards (financial and other) that cricket
provided us with?
And what we have done in the game? All the 50’s, 100’s, 5&10-wicket hauls,
winning series and World Cups? Will this be important then?
Or do we want to be around those who loved us, and whom we love, including
those dearest real relationships established whilst having played the game?
Ultimately, relationships is what makes all the cricket sacrifices, all worth-while.
In the end. And in the day-to-day, here and now.
And this is mainly why character counts!
Neglect not character, for it is counting on you.

To be trusted is a better compliment than to be loved.
- George MacDonald

Legacy Vessels
Sport has the power to change the world.
It has the power to unite in a way that little else does.
It speaks to youth in a language they understand.
Sport can create hope where once there was only despair.
It is more powerful than governments in breaking down racial barriers.
It laughs in the face of all types of discrimination.
- Nelson Mandela

In our South African community, during the last few years, we had
unique benefits which arrived directly from our different sporting code
participation and spectatorship.
I want to focus on South Africa’s top three sports (rugby, soccer &
cricket) and show how to clearly appreciate the significance and
purpose these codes had played and continues to play in all our
lives.
In the movie, Invictus, the dramatic affects were clearly expressed
and suitably depicted.
Our iconic ex-president Nelson Mandela, with much vision and
purposeful intention, utilized the vehicle of rugby, in the 1995 World
Cup, to serve and save our entire nation.
The Bokke were instant heroes to us all.

Rugby (in South Africa) at that time was mostly regarded (by
South Africans) as a ’white man’ sport, so winning the World
Cup in 1995 helped changed our perspective toward embracing
rugby as a sport for ALL South Africans.
We, as a nation, were all inspired, filled with hope and
patriotism.
Rugby done that for us.
We were united as One.

Then came soccer.
Realistically, we were not expected to become winners.
We did not get to win the World Cup, but we did get to host it in
2010.
So, we did not get to win the world, instead we did win by hosting
the world.
Also, we won’t easily forget the opening goal scored by
Bafana Bafana.
Soccer (in South Africa) at that time was still mostly regarded
(by South Africans) as a ’black man’ sport, so winning by
hosting the World Cup in 2010 helped changed our perspective
toward embracing soccer as a sport for ALL South Africans.
We, as a nation, were all inspired, filled with hope and
patriotism.
Soccer done that for us.
We were united as One.

Cricket had not really done that for us as yet.
If anything, the opposite is more prevalent.
Hansie Cronje match-fixing saga was a dark moment for South
African cricket and all South Africans.
Personally, I am not convinced we recovered enough since.
I think the lessons from Hansie were largely forgotten or selfrighteously suppressed.
Hansie had indeed fallen from grace, but we could all in-turn be
strengthened by the ultimate price he had to suffer for.
Hansie, inadvertently, remains my hero.
We can get ahead, only by initially glancing back.
True recovery comes from within; go within, or go without.
Yes, the Proteas have had important series wins and other vital
successes along the way, but the World Cup Championship have
continually eluded us.
The good news?

Cricket has an unique opportunity in South Africa.
It is (at the moment) a popular sport being played by all
representative races, (black, coloured & white) and religious creeds
(christian, muslim, hindi, jewish, etc.).
When we manage to eventually win the World Cup, it would serve as
a model of possibility, signally unity through diversity.
Ubuntu would have been the answer.
We could be that example to the world.
What a great calling.
One, I am certain, we are the chosen.
Cricket (in South Africa) at this time is mostly regarded (by
South Africans) as a ’privileged man’ sport, so winning a World
Cup in 2015 would help change our perspective toward
embracing cricket as a sport for ALL South Africans, and the
world.
We, as a nation, would all be inspired, filled with hope and
patriotism.
Cricket would do that for us.
We would again be united as one, including the rest of the
world.

I can do what you can’t do, and you can do what I can’t do;
together we can do great things.
- Mother Teresa

Keeping it Real Simple
From deep within,
I choose to make a difference,
in this world of indifference.
Two voices from the grave have been echoing the same reminder.
Both men were community and sports activists under the banner of
the South African Council on Sports.
The late Raymond Uren, my ex-high school principal; and the late
Ernest Yon, my grandfather.
‘There can be no normal sport in an abnormal society.’
- SACOS
These words served as a guiding foundation on which the majority of
the lessons remembered, invariably were derived from.
There was an obvious implication in that statement, but with a slight
alteration to it, and it would still prove to be just as devastating.
There can be no normal society with abnormal sport.
“It is of vital importance for the future of South Africa that the interests of the
youth be well catered for. Sport has a meaningful role to play in positively
activating the youth of the country. A serious concern for South Africa is the
increase in dysfunctional families, which can lead to children who develop a
low self-esteem. Low self-esteem is often identified to attribute to delinquent
behaviour and studies reveal that there is a high correlation between nonparticipation in sport and delinquent behaviour.”
- taken from MOU - An Integrated School Sport Framework

Are we inspiring enough to urge and develop sustainable interest,
towards the minimizing of non-participation within cricket?
Is the game being marketed appropriately as serving all of society,
and not only the talented few?
Our sport, as a whole, is of utmost importance to our future
generations.
Our sport needs to be protected.
We need to make sure we clearly understand the direct connection
between the normality of sport (governance, administration and
function) and the normality of society (governance, administration
and function).
We need to use sport wisely, clean it up (if you will) and help serve
our society.
Sport exists for its society. Society flourishes from its sport.
As officials, administrators, board members, owners and players of
any sport in our country, we need to remember that to dishonour
sport, is to dishonour society and ourselves, and no-one wins.

I long to accomplish a great and noble task,
but it is my chief duty to accomplish small tasks,
as if they were great and noble.
- Helen Keller

Relationships
People are not against you,
they are merely for themselves.
- Unknown
Relationships, is cricket and life really about anything else?
I alluded to the importance of real relationships in an earlier chapter, however
this subject matter deserves its own chapter.
My mentor, John Maxwell, repeatedly affirms, ‘People don’t care how much
you know, until they know how much you care.’
It is an unavoidable truth. Relationships is the glue that holds the team
together.
Relationships is rather complex, but it does not have to be complicated and
difficult.
The root word in relationships is ‘relate’, which simplistically means connecting.
To be truly connected with someone, implies to have an authentic relationship
with that person.
Connecting is the ability to identify with team members and relate to them in a
way that increases your influence with them.
You won’t get results by trying to correct others, instead first try to connect
with others.
This is such a vital foundational principle of relationships, I am reminded of the
biblical account of Jesus.
An audible voice of God (The Father) spoke from heaven saying, “This is My
beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.”
Firstly, this proclamation was made prior to any ministry work.
Secondly, it was audible for others to hear.
Thirdly, the Father must have thought it was important to affirm His Son.

Encouragement can change everything. It is nourishment for the soul of every
cricketer.
Belief is often attributed to success and achievement. Rightfully so. But just
where does it come from?
Self-belief is powerful, but who believes in you matters even more.
People will rise or fall to your expectations of them. People are deeply pained if
they fail to live up to your belief of them.
‘Those who believe in our ability do more than stimulate us. They create for us
an atmosphere in which it becomes easier to succeed.’ - John H Spalding
If you can succeed at home, all other relationships becomes easier.
“When you have a strong family life, you receive the message that you are
loved, cared for and important.
The positive intake of love, affection and respect...gives you inner resources to
deal with life more successfully.’
- Nick Stinnet (Family Expert)
Touch a heart before asking for a hand.
Believing in others, before having them prove themselves to us, is the greatest
way to maximize their potential.
We have to, first and foremost, value people. In order to add value to them.
Then they might become invaluable to us and the team.

People quit people, not organisations.
- John Maxwell

No Ordinary Moments
We do not remember days,
we remember moments.
- Cevara Pevase

Most cricketers don’t live at all.
We spend the majority of our days asleep.
We go through life, missing all the juice and adventure right before us.
We fail to notice what is happening around us, because we are not paying
attention.
As a result, we pay the ultimate price, the price of our very lives, wasted.
However, when you understand the moments in your life are not ordinary, you
prepare yourself to be more aware of its extra-ordinary reality.
Awareness then leads to enlightenment.
Your daily burdens are lightened.
And your own ‘lightbulb’ goes on. Illuminating the perfection of each moment.
Light bulb moments are often lacking with cricketers.
We treat one moment as special and others as ordinary.

Cricketers practise their cricket, musicians practise their music, writers practise
their writing, however enlightened warriors practises everything.
‘Normal’ activities like running, breathing and listening deserves as much
focused attention as batting, bowling or fielding.
We might argue (for example), whilst batting, your life is on the line.
However, in every activity the quality of your life is equally on the line.
“Life is a series of moments. Life seems to be complex and very busy. That is
the apparent nature of it, however life is quite simple and serene. We are only
responsible for this moment.” - Dan Millman
What we bring to each moment is more important than what we get from it.
We determine the magic of each moment, by treating it as sacred and with
respect.
The results may not change immediately, but the quality of the experience for
us will have changed dramatically.
In this moment right here and right now, are you fully awake, or are you
relatively dead?

It is only possible to live happily ever after,
on a moment-to-moment basis.
- Margaret Bonano

Who’d We Be Without Our Story?
What if, what I call ‘bad’ is simply something
I am not ‘seeing’ clearly enough yet?

It has been said too many times as an old cliche:
“Your attitude determines your altitude.”
It could then easily lose it’s value through familiarity and comfort
zoning.
What you don’t use, you lose.
But I have a special appreciation for attitude.
Attitude is perspective.
Change the way you look at things, and the things you look at, will
change.
As often as I can, to whoever would listen, I relate the story of a reallife account of training baseball umpires .
A reporter went investigating a training academy for baseball
umpires.
The Academy had a reputation and proven record for producing the
largest number of quality, efficient and excellent umpires for the
major leagues.
During his visit to the Academy, he approached one of the new
recruits with a simple question, ‘What, in your opinion, makes for a
good umpire?’

The trainee boldly responded, ‘I know what makes for a good umpire.
When it’s a ball, I call it a ball. When it’s a strike, I call it a strike.
That makes for a good umpire.’
The reporter was impressed by the response of the new recruit.
But a gentleman, standing nearby, overheard the interview and
quickly interrupted by saying, ‘That’s not what makes for a good
umpire! I have been a professional umpire for 12 years and taught
these recruits in this Academy for another 5, I know what makes for a
good umpire.’
‘Please Sir, tell us then what makes for a good umpire?’ the reporter
said.
‘When I see it’s a ball, I call it a ball. When I see it’s a strike, I call it
a strike. That makes for a good umpire.’
The reporter was further impressed by the response of the Academy
Trainer.
But again the interview got interrupted by an older gentleman.
‘They don’t know what they are speaking about’, said the old man.
‘Who might you be Sir?’ asked the reporter.
The old man replied, ‘I am owner of this here Academy. I have been
a professional umpire for almost 35 years. I know what makes for a
good umpire.’
The reporter respectfully requested, ‘Please Sir, enlighten us?’
To which the owner answered, ‘It ain’t nothing until I call them!’

This is a great illustration of how perspective impacts on experience,
and the reasons behind our actions.
We see things, not as they are, but as we are.
The trainee thought in terms of the concept of integrity. A moral
right-standing decision is what qualified anyone (including himself) as
a good umpire. His experience and actions would follow that identity
of umpiring (for himself).
The trainer thought in terms of the concept of perception. There are
no definite rights or wrongs per se, but rather what spectacles one
has on, would determine what one would see and call. His
experience and actions would follow that identity of umpiring (for
himself & others).
The owner thought in terms of the concept of authority. The
appointment as umpire comes with a responsibility and
accountability. He understood the respected honour the game has
given unto him and he made sure to extend the honour back to the
game, by making the call adequately. His experience and actions
would follow that identity of umpiring (for himself and the game at
large).
All three concepts are necessary.
Integrity is rare. Umpires need to have integrity.
Perception is different mind-sets. Umpires need to have and
understand a flexible frame of mind.
Authority is servanthood. Umpires need to have a heart for service,
to the game, to the players and spectators.
Missing one element weakens your entire persona as umpire.

What is awesome to realise, when you focus on authority of
servanthood, the other two automatically come into alignment,
propelling your umpiring to greater heights.
These principles are universal and applicable for all areas of the
game; be it player, administrator, owner or sponsor.
In actual fact, these principles extend beyond sport entirely, and is
appropriate for all of life’s endeavours.
Authority is everything.
It is the difference-maker.

All behavior is acceptable, given someone’s model of the world.
They are just doing the best they know to do.
- Neale Donald Walsch

Living Beyond Our Grave
Everything rises and falls on leadership.
- John Maxwell
As a video analyst, I have seen firsthand the deep hurt and devastation that
poor leadership brings to cricketers lives.
Titled authorities (i.e. leaders) have the capacity to positively or negatively
influence others. They serve as guides or misguides in the lives of others.
What a vitally important and necessary component of success, leadership
tends to be.
Leadership dynamics is both an art form and a skill-set to develop.
Art is a lie that helps us see the truth.
Cricket has helped me understand that leadership is leaving a legacy.
The all-embracing spirit of that type of leadership-legacy focus is encumbered
by families, specifically by fathering.
Being a father, is being a leader and a legacy provider.
The heart of a father is expressed through his willingness to lay his life down for
his children.
It is straight-forward and undeniable:
We want our children to have better than what we had. We want them to be
all that they can possibly be. We want the best for them. We want all of that
and more, for them. We are willing to do almost anything for them”
The movie, ‘Courageous’ is a great illustration for the necessity of establishing
fathering identities.

Fathering is such an epidemic in our country and around the world, now also
within the cricket circles, the players battle a difficult challenge of finding ways
to honour their duties as husbands and fathers.
Honour begins at home. Wisdom is found from the solid base of one’s home.
Coaches could assume the role of father figures in the lives of their players.
(i.e. Leadership Laws = Fathering Laws)
The team could become the family of the players. (i.e. Team Dynamics =
Family Dynamics)
This will mutually benefit the individual cricketer and the cricket world at large.
This environment would equip and empower the father and family even as the
cricketer is on duty.
Cricket then personifies fathering and family to all it’s spectators and
participants. What a draw card.
Would this not then inspire families to come out to the stadiums in support.
The cricket match itself serves as a teaching tool/experience for all family
members to enjoy. Cricket would be a real family affair.
Cricketers, and all of us, hereby become both private and public successes.

He will turn the hearts of the fathers to their children.
And the hearts of the children to their fathers.

Time for a Heart Attack
Nobody has regrets who gave their best.
- Unknown
The heartbeat of every cricketer is for greatness. He strives to be the best that
he can be.
This desire for greatness is a honourable pursuit.
We all want to shine, to be special, unique and important. Which we all are.
Comparing oneself to others, is an insult to oneself.
Marianne Williamson’s commentary:
“Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we
are powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most
frightens us. Your playing small does not serve the world. There is nothing
enlightened about shrinking, so that others won’t feel insecure around you. We
were all meant to shine as children, it is not just in some of us, but for
everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our
presence automatically liberates others.”
A cricketer’s understanding of greatness, would eventually qualify him to move
from striving for, to thriving on.
Greatness is our destiny. It is inherent within us. We just need to stop striving
for it. We need to thrive on it.
Greatness is found not in the capacity to shine brightly, more than others; but
instead to shine brightly, liberating more others.
The measure of someone's greatness is in their goodness. - Benjamin Franklin
When our candle is lit, we have the honour of lighting another’s candle for
them. Without losing our own lit candle.
Greatness is not found in the statistics, or on the podium, or on the trophy
shelves.

Greatness is achieved through how many hearts you continue to live in, after
you have gone.
Greatness is found in the number of lights you have assisted with, to help
shine.
“Babylon. It is not a place. It is a practise that is unrighteous.
Me not rating you, because of your colour...not treating each other as human
beings. That is Babylon.
Live for yourself, you live in vain. Live for others, you live again. One Love.”
- taken from the movie Fire in Babylon
The heart of a cricketer is the key to greatness.
Cricketers don’t often understand matters of the heart, especially their own.
The heart is the ‘why’ behind ones actions, the motivation, reasons and core
intentions.
Are you still focused on your light, now that it is lit; or are you lighting another.
This is the heart of the matter. The spirit, if you will.
The foundation upon which cricket lives and operates.
Without the heart or spirit, we have no life and no cricket.
Dare to be great!
These little lights of yours, let them shine!

If you're able to be yourself completely,
then you have no competition.
- Unknown

Time to Lose our Mind
The trouble with this world is that the ignorant are certain,
and the intelligent are full of doubt.
- George Bernard Shaw
Now that the heart is clearly motivated towards serving others, as opposed to
self-service, we need to develop the appropriate ‘thought patterns’ for
successful expression.
The next domain then, is the head space.
The ‘what’ aspect of a cricketer’s peak performance.
What you focus on, you create more of.
The mind is powerful. According to Eckardt Tolle in The Power of Now, the
mind can only function in two areas, the past (through memory) and the future
(through imagination).
It has the best and only effect in the ‘going to’ zone.
We use past memories remembered and future predictions and foresight to
articulate plans of action.
Even in the middle, between balls, we continually strategize these plans for
runs, wickets and victories, we use the mind to do that.
But, when we want to execute the skill, we must move into the ‘going
through’ zone.
The mind cannot help us in this zone. This zone is for the present.
This zone requires of us to temporarily lose our minds, in order to come to our
senses.

During performance, cricketers need to devote themselves 100% to the
experience they are having.
Making the movement about the movement, period.
That is being in the now. That is being fully present.
Being ‘in the zone’ is being in the ‘going through’ zone.
Keeping your eye on the scoreboard, stops you from keeping your eye on the
ball.
The journey brings happiness, not the destination.
For a cricketer, performing the shot should be just as exhilarating (or even
more) than the result of a well executed stroke.
Expectations, whilst in the ‘going through’ zone, will rob you of your joyful
expression.
Judgement, whilst in the ‘going through’ zone, will rob you of your peaceful
performance.
Your job is not to be better than your opponent, it is to be better than you were
before.
Peak performance comes from having the wisdom to apply the correct focus in
the correct zones.

I do not try to dance better than anyone else.
I only try to dance better than myself.
- Mikhail Baryshnikov

Time to Behave
We are human beings, not human doings.
- Unknown
The action and behaviour of any cricketer is the determining factor of success
or failure.
If you do nothing, you get nothing. Actions and behaviour brings results.
Practise makes perfect. This statement has an inaccurate assumption though.
You could land up with perfecting erroneous behaviour, then practise makes
permanent. A permanent failure.
Preparation time is a large portion of a cricketer’s life, so attention to detail in
training is an absolute necessity.
That is ‘how’ real winning gets done.
I experience various things while watching cricketers at nets.
Often, the time at nets is simply to fine-tune the skills and get into a rhythm of
performance, i.e. a feeling of competence, clarity and confidence to execute
what would be needed in the match.
The cricketer hits balls, bowls deliveries, and does a few fielding drills; and then
he feels ready for the competition.
He does these activities to feel secure in himself and to confirm his capacity to
perform.
The behaviour helps him remember who he is and what he next wants to do.
I believe we have this backwards. Performance can be dramatically enhanced
if we turned it completely around.

Actions to help persuade ourselves of who we are, serve us well. But actions
of a persuaded self, serve us even more.
The grass does not strain and struggle to grow. It just grows, effortlessly.
The birds do not strain and struggle to fly. They just fly, effortlessly.
Cricketers should not strain and struggle to play cricket.
If they are straining and struggling, they are doing something without
remember their own identities as cricketers.
They have forgotten they are actually know ‘how’ to play.
When two great forces oppose each other, the victory will go to the one that
knows how to yield.
“It’s time. It’s time for you to see the field.
The field? I see the field, it is four hundred and forty five yards long and it has a
red flag at the end of it, and it is 12 strokes ahead of me.
That ain’t it. Because if you were seeing the field, you wouldn’t be hacking at
the ball, like you were chopping out weeds from your front porch.
Okay, what is the field?
Watch him practising...looks like he is searching for something. Then he finds
it. He settles himself right down in the middle of it.
Feel that focus. He has got a lot of shots to choose from. There’s only one
shot that is in perfect harmony with the field. One shot that is his, authentic
shot. And that shot is gonna choose him.
There is a perfect shot out there trying to find each one of us. All we have to
do, is get ourselves outta it’s way. Let it choose us.

Can’t see that flag as some dragon you got to slay...gotta look with soft eyes;
where everything comes together, where everything that is, is One. Seek that
place with your soul.
Seek it with your hands, don’t think about it. Feel it. The hands is wiser than
the head is ever gonna be.
I can’t take you there. Just hope I can help you find the way.
Just you, that ball, that flag, and all that you are...authentic shot.”
- taken from the movie The Legend of Bagger Vance

Should we then not first have our identities cleared up, in order to effortlessly
execute the skill.
Once a cricketer is fully awake to his identity and abilities, then the expressed
action would be more magically and ‘deliberately’ performed.
To behave brilliantly; first be, and then you will have.
Be to have.
To have a winning experience, behave by being a winner.

Do not be a magician;
be magic.
- Leonard Cohen

Time to Dream Small
Give us today, our daily bread.
Oh, what a difference a day makes.
The professional cricketer’s success comes ‘when’ he focuses on his daily
agenda.
One day can make or break a cricketer.
A single day won in a 4-day or Test match, can lead to winning the entire
game.
Today is all we have. It is all there ever will be. We never get to experience any
other day, except today.
When yesterday is done, it’s gone forever. It serves only as a memory. When
tomorrow arrives, it arrives as today.
Today then, really matters. Make today really count.
Having big dreams and thriving on greatness has a price that has to be paid
daily.
The challenge with high expectations is that when we as cricketers become
accustomed to instant (or at least prompt) success and satisfaction collide with
the period of barrenness with wickets or runs and victories.
We may then find our dream-castle in the sky becoming rapidly a figment of
our imaginations rather than reality to be experienced personally.
The further challenge is, not everyone becomes the team captain, the star
batsman, star bowler or star fielder, Man of the Match, or Player of the
Tournament.

In the real world of cricket, our gift may remain hidden for years.
For even those with great strengths also have blind-spots and weaknesses.
Solution?
Dream small and experience more.
Those with small, modest dreams are more likely to achieve them.
In the arena of cricket, shift your vision from being the star performer to maybe
a dedicated, hard-working and caring team player.
In this way, teams like these help us all identify and explore our talents and
cricketing options, make lasting relationships that further sharpen our potential
for future sustained glories.
And who knows — maybe those small dreams, more easily fulfilled, will lead
over time, to bigger dreams.
In the meantime, instead of thriving on the extraordinary, thrive on the joy-filled
experience of being ordinary.
Do not despise small beginnings.
It’s okay to just fit in until you find out where you stand out. - Dan Millman
My hope for you is to enjoy the small dreams, the simple pleasures, the
everyday moments.
Let us make sure that today is a masterpiece, so that ‘someday’ we might
experience ourselves as a bit of a master.
Experience more, by dreaming small. We only have enough grace for one day.
Today. This is the day the Lord has made, rejoice and be glad in it!
How good can I stand it today? - Unknown

Time for Not Knowing
In combat and in life, expect nothing
—but be prepared for anything.
- Unknown
Not knowing is true knowledge. The blessing of ‘I don’t know.’
It is a favourite stance of an enlightened warrior.
However coaches in particular, enjoy ticking off all the boxes before match day.
It is comforting and assuring to know all the necessary training requirements
were covered.
It renders a quiet satisfaction of ‘I did all I can’, now it’s up to the team.
A natural expectancy of performance comes from having covered all the bases,
however it is a false anticipation of results.
The results? Just who brings it? We can be prepared for everything, but we
still cannot be expecting anything.
We control efforts, not the results. We give our best, God handles the rest.
A warrior is not about perfection, victory or invulnerability.
A warrior is about absolute vulnerability, that is the only true courage.
A warrior surrenders only to control. He accepts he has no control of his life.
He may or he may not get the results. He may or he may not get to be a world
cup winner. I am, until I am not. It is so, until it is not.
But he remains someone exceptional either way.

We are afraid to die, and we are afraid to live. What a way to exist?
Live until you die.
A warrior does not surrender to pressure, he welcomes it. He discovers
himself in these moments of severe pressure.
Our cricketers suffer the dreaded label of ‘chokers’ from everyones’ unfair
demand for results.
That is a pressure no-one can endure and triumphantly overcome.
Our society’s preoccupation for results and winning, handicaps our cricketers
and also us all.
All we can ask for from them, is their very best.
Guarantee us the trophies? We have no right to expect that. Neither should
they expect it from themselves.
We can ask them to play as world cup winners, period.
The game cannot be won or lost, only played.
Never play to win, play as winners.

Aikido is invincible because it contends with nothing.
- Morehei Uyeshiba

Time for Serious Humour
Laughter is an instant vacation.
- Milton Berle

Time for a balanced perspective.
Cricket is a game designed to be played.
A cricket ground is ‘where’ the game is played. It serves as a cricketer’s playground.
To play is to engage in activity for enjoyment and recreation rather than a
serious or practical purpose.
Since when is playing serious?
Ask any kid who is serious about playing.
It is all fun and games. It’s all good. Good times. Party time!
We all enjoy joy.
Bringing joy to others in the cricketing world, is where we (cricketers) find our
own in-joy-meant for enjoyment.
Remain in joy. The game was created for enjoyment. It is a great source of
fun, for it’s participants and spectators.
Ultimately, cricket should be experienced as a means of amusement and
exhilaration for all.
The joyful ride of ups and downs in the game, renders great entertainment.

But because careers are at stake, playing becomes serious.
Cricketers lose their joy by becoming self-absorbed and fearful.
Not taking ourselves too seriously, is now completely missing in a cricketer’s
life.
Having a sense of humour (especially about oneself) and being light-hearted
generates vitality and life in our bones.
Laughter is the medicine. The medicine is laughter. Laugh your way to a
better cricket career.
All creatures except humans know that the principal business of life is to enjoy
it. - Samuel Butler
The marketers of the game continually search for ways to draw crowds to the
stadiums.
To remain in a joy-filled state of cricketing expression, excites the keenest of
spectator towards increased viewership.
Cricket watchers love it when cricketers bring joy to their lives.
This experience is compounded and made easier when the cricketer is
enjoying himself, by bringing joy to joy-seekers.
There is no way to in-joyment. In-joyment is the way.
This is entertainment of the highest regard.

Life is short, eat dessert first!
- Unknown

Now is the Time
If not now, when?
If not here, where?
If not you, who?

Now is about the time I realized how cricket is actually real simple.
R - relationships (ubuntu)
E - equipping (growth is instantaneous)
A - attitude (makes all the difference)
L - leadership (fathering and family)

S - servant heart - the WHY? Appreciate others. (time for a heart attack)
I - intelligent head - the WHAT? Stay In the zone. (time to lose your mind)
M - mature hands - the HOW? Be to have. (time to behave)
P - purposeful habits - the WHEN? Today matters. (time to dream small)
L - living without - the WHO? He’s got the whole world. (time for not knowing)
E - enjoying bringing joy to the world - the WHERE?
Playground of fun, laughter and in-joyment. (time for serious humour)

If I fail to bring understanding to others with simplicity, then I simply do not
understand.
Cricket is REAL SIMPLE.
Live simply, so that others might simply live. - Mahatma Ghandi

One question reigns throughout this literature and remains:

Who do you think you are?
and/or
What would be our next chosen identity?

To be simple, is to be great.
- Unknown

PVH Campaign
It is always and in all ways superior
to PLAY for HONOUR;
than to play to be honoured.
Mother Teresa was approached by Time Magazine to sign an “ANTI-WAR”
petition.
Instantly, but gently and gracefully, Mother Teresa refused to have any part
thereof.
Instead she agreed to have signed a “PRO-PEACE” petition.

The spirit in which we attempt anything is imperative.
The ‘anti’ campaigning of anything is a useless waste of time.
It helps create more of what we trying to avoid.
Because what we focus on, we create more of.
So, instead choose wisely what results we intend to bring about. And
focus on that.
Anti-Corruption is then never recommended, but rather a Pro-Honour
(of sorts).
Pursuing Victory for Honour (PVH).
Or the Spirit of Cricket.
Or The Tomorrow Campaign.
How defined is The Spirit of Cricket?
The ethos behind cricket is largely an unspoken and non-discussed
topic.
It is probably because of its abstract nature.

Can we really have a means to define the spirit of cricket?
Does cricket not demand it of late?
The cricketing world is reluctant to embrace these ideals, however
sooner rather than too late, we would find that cricket will suffer.
Actually, it is suffering already.
It wasn’t raining when Noah built the ark.
So, I would propose a stronger focused campaign.
I propose a nation-wide ‘Pursuing Victory for Honour’ campaign.
I would propose the nation awake to the necessity of honour within
our cricket and to hold our cricketers accountable.
Accountable for the integrity and honour of cricket, lest we should
disrespect, shame and dishonour this century-year old game, we all
adore.

“I know you taking it in the teeth out there.
But the first guy through the wall, he always gets bloody. Always.
It is threatening, not just a way of doing business; but in their minds,
it is threatening the game...
But what it is really threatening is their livelihood, it is threatening
their jobs. It is threatening the way that they do things.
And every time when that happens, whether it is a government, or a
way of doing business, or whatever it is...the people that are holding
the reigns, their hands on the switches...they go bat-shit crazy!
I mean, anyone not tearing their team down right now, re-building it
using your model, they are dinosaurs!”
- taken the movie Moneyball

Viva PVH, Viva!!

The Last Say
I write not to be understood,
but to understand. - C Day Lewis
I intentionally used this book as a tool to ‘end a chapter’ in my life and ‘turn a
page’, so to speak.
So, writing this was just a way to express literally what I was experiencing
figuratively.
There is still for me a much larger meaning, significance and purpose than what
was apparent herein thus far.
Now it is time to own up. I borrowed the concept from Randy Pausch in “The
Last Lecture”.
In his book at the end, he admits to having two major head fakes. I have also
included head fakes in this writing.
There was a young executive who came home one day with a bag full of work.
His 5-year old son wanted to play with him but the father said, “Son I’ve got a
lot of work to do, I’m behind in my office.” He still wanted to play. The father
thought of a way to keep the child occupied so that he could get on with his
work. He had a magazine with a picture of the world on the cover. He pulled
out the page and tore it into a number of small pieces, called his son and said,
“Son, go put this picture of the world together and when you are done I’ll come
and play.” He knew that it would take several hours. But within 5 minutes his
son came back and said, “Dad, I am done.” The man couldn’t believe it till he
saw it was all done. He asked, “I need to learn from you, how did you do it?”
The son replied, “Dad, it was easy. On the other side of the picture of the
world, was the picture of a man. All I did was to put the man together and turn
it the other way round and the world came together.”
- taken from Living with Honour

The first head fake, ‘from behind the camera, analysed!’ presumes to be
written to you and for you, the reader, however I needed my world to come
together, so I needed first to put the man (me) together.
Furthermore, it also suggests that it is easier to work on the man, instead of
the focus of trying to change aspects of our world.
As demonstrated in the movie The Matrix with the statement:
“Do not try and bend the spoon, that’s impossible.
Instead, only try to realize the truth.
What truth?
There is no spoon.
Then you will see that it is not the spoon that bends, but only yourself.”

Be the change you want to see in this world. - Mahatma Ghandi
You too can put the man (you) together and then the world will come together.

The second head fake, the book was intended for my own children.
I wrote it to them and for them.
It helped me explain the price paid for being away from them for most of six
summers .
And equally to share the pleasures gained (in the form of the growth achieved
and lessons remembered) during this time spent with cricket, instead of with
them.

It would assist my kids in their role as future participants and spectators of all
sport, I could use my acquired fathering heart & family spirit to enhance all our
lives, day to day, hereon in.
This book now serves as a manual for ‘fruitful family living’.
So, as mentioned in the introduction, this is how cricket has saved my life.
But, it goes further than just my life being saved; also the lives of my entire
family.

Lastly, I have one hope for you.
The Major Premise: During this alloted time, I had the privilege of shaping
cricket, even as cricket was equally shaping me.
The third head fake, this book serves not only as an account of how cricket
had shaped me, but mostly how I will continually shape cricket (participants &
spectators alike).
I hope Cricket would continue to graciously welcome and accommodate me, a
servant-hearted purist that seeks now to give more than what I receive from
the game, reverencing the gift Cricket is for us all to rightfully honour.
I adopt the philosophy of Nanny McPhee:
“If you need me and don’t want me, I must stay. If you want me and don’t
need me, then I must go.”

A distraught mother brought her young, diabetic son to Gandhi for help. Her
son refused to stop eating sugar, her hope lied in the spiritual master being
able to address her son's life-threatening habit, thereby convincing him of the
dangers of his actions. Upon meeting Gandhi, the mother pleaded with the
master to tell her son to stop eating sugar, to which Gandhi responded: "Bring
him back to me after 7 days?" Seven days later, again the mother and her son

arrived at the master's dwelling. Gandhi, with compassion and gentleness
said: "Stop eating sugar." The young boy positively responded: "Yes, I will." The
confused mother asked the master why he could not have told her son this 7
days earlier, to which Gandhi responded: "7 days ago, I was still eating sugar."
Just like Ghandi, I too am still eating sugar.
I resolve to maintain my own integrity by:
Teaching these things:
- not with my words, but with my actions;
- not with discussion, but with demonstration;
- for it is what I do, that others in cricket will emulate;
- and how I am, that future cricket participants will become.
I hope that the natural spin-off effect from this literature produces and enables
a protected and nurtured environment for all, not just my own children, but all
cricketing children of the future.

THANKS again for sharing in my own warrior’s heart-felt encounter.
By analysing the content of this book.
From behind the lens of my perspective!

Appendix
I had the honour of being authorised by the Warriors’ coach, Piet Botha, to
draft a letter and act as the teams’ official spokesperson to mediate an issue
that arose during a match between two Chevrolet sponsored teams.
The timing was opportune, in light of the ‘Gerald Majola saga’ escalating in
media coverage, a fresh approach to commit ourselves (Chevrolet Warriors,
Chevrolet Knights and CSA match officials) as the first ambassadors to
honourable play.
The idea was extremely well received by match referee Cyril Mitchley and then
not supported by other parties concerned and duly rejected and dismissed.
A missed opportunity indeed and definitely a reflection of cowardice and poor
leadership decisions from these respected and reverenced servants of our
game.
Chevrolet though were innocent and unfortunate victims in this dilemma, not
knowing of our intentions to become pioneered ambassadors for the proposed
PVH Campaign, they instead perceived the ‘ordeal’ only as creating negative
and threatening consequences, to an already tarnished image of cricket in
South Africa at the time, and the ill-affect of another ‘scandal/discrepancy’ for
their association they had with cricket as sponsors.
We once were blind, now we can see. Within every darkened cloud exist a
silver lining. Within every crisis, an opportunity. A rainbow always brings hope
to stormed victims. Thus a rainbow reigns over Cricket South Africa as a
beacon for a bright and welcomed future.
We cannot undo the past, but we can shape the future. We do what we do
today, for what will happen TOMORROW!
Pursuing Victory for Honour is The Tomorrow Campaign, which Cricket South
Africa launched in November 2010.
We still possess the capacities to do as we say, to act out our intentions. Let
us all then apply ourselves, for actions make words unnecessary.
Listed below then is this original letter, previously forwarded to these relevant
authorities, as a request for their honour and the honour for the game at large.

30 October 2011
Dear Sirs,
Due to the extenuating circumstances surrounding the development of
controversies and allegations within this SuperSport Series match between
Chevrolet Knights and Chevrolet Warriors, we hereby plea for some deeper
consideration and sheer grit of courage & boldness from yourselves as officials
of this threatened game of cricket we all love and owe an immense
responsibility toward its spirit of gentleman-ship.
Hence, we hereby request, not an alteration of the truth (i.e. lying), but rather a
sincere, bold and courageous stance on the clear evidence of potential
tampering or irregular deterioration of the condition of the ball. Unfortunately,
in order to create change and a cricketing-cultural one, it is rather demanding
someone taking dramatic measures to get role-players out of a comfort zone
and towards an improved appreciation of the value of the game.
Chevrolet Warriors are by no means seeking blood or justice/retribution for a
perceived injustice, but instead seek a higher outcome in the form of
establishing honour back within the game of cricket, where it rightfully belongs.
Our suggested proposal of Pursuing Victory for Honour is our ultimate and
singular objective, towards a game that arguably suffers death-threats from
commercialism and self-serving participants, not respecting the century-year
old principles of honour that cricket was and continues to be founded upon.
Honour comprises of three important components:
1) Fairness (which leads to justice)
2) Empathy (which leads to compassion)
3) Integrity (which leads to trust)
Fairness and as a result justice is yet only one component of our pursuit
towards a brighter future of Cricket within South Africa and abroad.
A much larger responsibility now lies on our shoulders, to help create positive
and inspiring change for the future participants of this marvellous game of
cricket/life.
We owe this to the new generation of boys and girls coming through our
systems, and to enhance the betterment of societal norms from a solid brand
of sport within our nation.

Again, we plea for the embracement of courage. Courage to be vulnerable.
Courage under fire. Courage to re-look at things. Courage to have a different
perspective. Courage to consider others, over oneself. Courage to do what few
are willing to do. Courage to be heroes to our future cricketers. Courage to be
bold. Courage to change. Courage to change one’s mind, irrespective of
consequence. Courage to leave a legacy. Courage to be authentically
respected for Who You Are and what you stand for. Courage to be a minority.
Courage to be HONOURABLE first, irrespective of who follows!
So, please re-consider sincerely, look deep within your heart, not within your
heads/minds and make the call, because just remember:
“IT AIN’T NOTHING UNTIL YOU CALL THEM!”

Spirit of Cricket Advertisement
All my life I relished the opportunity of being involved with cricket in whatever
shape and/or form.
My greatest joy is derived from viewing a cricket match and observing the
deeper truths hidden from the nonchalant observer and the primarily thrillseeker.
My heart and soul sang symphonically with delight and gratitude to be
‘required’ to watch, analyse and reflect wise insights the game consistently
portrayed, without fail.
I was and remain deeply impacted and enthusiastically inspired toward
greatness as my potential steadily being maximised through this vehicle,
Cricket.
The game awed me for the mirrored reflection of real life principles it so closely
demonstrated. No other game could be more similar to life’s daily
complexities.
More importantly, the game proved to be a natural glove-fit for the essence of
who I always wanted to be.
It help me answer five distinctive questions I struggled my whole life with:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Who am I?
Where am I from?
Why am I here?
What can I do?
Where am I going?

Freely I have received, freely I offer it to you. I invite you now to join me on this
journey. Nothing would be more joyful to me now than to share these
revelatory concepts with you. I promise you these:
You will know your real self. Understand your own source of joy. Be certain of
your true purpose. Experience your hidden potential. Arrive safely at your
chosen destination.
Cricket has inherently within herself all of these and much more.
Come and join me now as we travel together through the marvellous discovery
of the sacred game, Cricket.

Pursuing Victory for Honour Campaign
Pursuing Victory for Honour – makes clear our philosophy that sports
best achieves its positive impact on participants and society when everyone
plays to win.
In fact, without the passionate pursuit of victory much of the enjoyment, as
well as the educational and spiritual value, of sports will be lost.
Winning is important and trying to win is essential.
Winning is important, but honour is more important.
Quality sports programs should not trivialize or demonize either the desire to
win or the importance of actually winning.
It is disrespectful to players and coaches who devote huge portions of their
lives to being the best they can in the pursuit of individual victories, records,
championships, and medals to dismiss the importance of victory by saying,
"It's only a game." The greatest value of sports is its ability to enhance the
character and uplift the ethics of participants and spectators.
Ethics is essential to true winning.
The best strategy to improve sports is not to deemphasize winning but to
more vigorously emphasize that adherence to ethical standards
and sportsmanship in the honourable pursuit of victory is essential to
winning in its true sense. It is one thing to be declared the winner, it is quite
another to really win.
There is no true victory without honour. Cheating and bad sportsmanship
are simply not options because they rob victories of meaning and value and
replace the inspirational high ideals of true sport with the degrading and
petty values of a dog-eat-dog marketplace.
Victories attained in dishonorable ways are hollow and degrade the concept
of sport.
Ethics and sportsmanship are ground rules. Programs that adopt
Pursuing Victory for Honour are expected to take whatever steps are
necessary to assure that coaches and players are committed to principles of
ethics and sportsmanship as ground rules governing the pursuit of victory.
Their responsibilities to demonstrate and develop good character
must never be subordinated to the desire to win.
It is never proper to act unethically to win.

Benefits of sports come from the competition, not the outcome.
Quality amateur sports programs are based on the belief that the vital
lessons and great value of sports are learned from the honourable pursuit of
victory, from the competition itself rather than the outcome.
They do not permit coaches or others to send the message that the most
important benefits derived from athletic competition can only be achieved
when a player or a team wins.
- taken and adapted from The Josephson Institute of Ethics

